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LSEWHERE IN this issue we celebrate the

career of I’m A Gambler, that remarkable,

improving three-year-old gelding formerly

owned by John Brown and Megan Dennis.

At the start of October he landed his first

stakes win, in Redcar’s Listed Guisborough Stakes.

Following, as it did, on the back of the gelding’s valuable

win in a Premier handicap at Leopardstown, this win

confirmed that I’m A Gambler remains on a sharply upward

curve, and that he would need to be campaigned in Pattern

races next term, over that most specialist of distances, seven

furlongs.

Indeed, we have subsequently learned that the owners

were keen to target the Group 2 Lennox Stakes at the Qatar

Goodwood Festival, an entirely understandable aim given

that I’m A Gambler won twice over course and distance this

summer.

I’m A Gambler’s career to that point said much about the

approach to racing taken by both Johnston Racing and the

gelding’s owners. As a juvenile, the horse ran 10 times from

May to November, winning three times.  This year he has

run 14 times, adding six more wins to his catalogue entry. In

addition to those nine wins, he has also been placed six

times. Without doubt, this is a record of which to be proud.

We have also reported on the remarkable events of

October 25 when I’m A Gambler became the subject of a

bidding war when offered for sale at Tattersalls Autumn

Horses-In-Training Sale in Newmarket. The gelding proved

highly attractive to bidders from America and Saudi Arabia,

and when the hammer fell, he had been sold for a sales-

topping 850,000gns to continue his career in California.

It's only right to celebrate that fantastic result, both for the

owners and for Mark and Charlie Johnston whose reputation

as astute judges of bloodstock is further enhanced. The sale

made simple economic sense for the owners: the prize-

money to the winner of this year’s renewal of the Lennox

Stakes was a shade over £102,000. The selling price of the

gelding was nearly nine times that amount. Connections

will, of course, continue to follow the horse’s progress from

afar, as will the staff who have had most to do with him at

Kingsley Park, but it would have been utterly bizarre to

forego that kind of money for the gelding.

The full extent of the prize-money crisis in British racing,

in my view an existential one, is hammered home by the

economic realities of this sale. Consider this; as a gelding,

there is no residual value in I’m A Gambler once his racing

career is over. So, how good must prize-money be in

America to justify paying this purchase price, plus transport

and future training costs, in the hope of turning a profit?

Indeed, the Horses-In-Training Sale as a whole only

served to underline the continuing drain of equine talent to

other racing jurisdictions where the same considerations

apply. Buyers must have been confident that their clients can

bear the costs associated with buying proven British horses

and yet make money from their efforts on foreign fields.

Unless there is a quantum leap in prize-money of the type

to which Mark refers in this month’s Straight Talking, it’s

only a matter of time before some of the foreign owners

upon whose continued investment British racing depends,

decide to race their horses somewhere else where the prize

for winning is more than loose change and a commemorative

photo frame.
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*************************************************

he jury will always be permanently out over the
decision to move the Champion Stakes from
Newmarket and create an end-of-season Flat racing
extravaganza at Ascot and label it Champions Day.

Unlike Cheltenham at the end of the jumps season which is a
genuine championship meeting, the Ascot fixture does not often
enough crown the actual champions. Soft ground and the end of

a long, hard season too often puts paid to that.
Heard this before? Especially from me?

But I can’t take the credit for these words this time. This was,

in fact, the  Guardian’s take on this year’s Champions Day,

courtesy of Tom Paley and Greg Wood. Nothing that I saw in

this year’s renewal of the much-hyped raceday would lead me to

challenge their views. 
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*************************************************

DON’T know about you, but I’m becoming

increasingly impatient to see some real progress

emanate from the two-day horse racing industry

strategy meeting held at Arundel House in

September.

Unless I’ve missed something important, progress to date

is limited to a package of measures designed to support

competitiveness and increase field sizes from next year.

But we were promised ‘serious and radical changes to

make long-term improvements to the industry.’ This would

emerge from a shared ‘appetite for fundamental change’ and

an ‘agreement of the need to work together to fix (the

challenges facing the sport)’.

Can I appeal to the 19 leading figures who attended the

Arundel House meeting to look again at the urgency of

moving forward and to do what they individually and

collectively can to make some real progress before the turn

of the year? Or are we happy just to throw the towel in on

some Conditions races? Perish the thought we should

jeopardise some media rights income.
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